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Abstract: The Terahertz (THz) temporal waveform and spectrum from a
longitudinal electrically biased femtosecond filament is studied
experimentally. The initial direction of the electron motion inside the
unbiased filament plasma is deduced from the transformation of the THz
temporal waveform with applied fields of opposite polarities. Furthermore,
a spectrum shift to lower frequency of the THz spectrum is observed in the
presence of a biased field. It agrees well with theoretical predictions.

Terahertz radiation from plasma in air induced by laser pulses was first demonstrated by
Hamster and co-workers about 25 years ago [1]. In recent years, the THz field from a long
plasma channel, a filament, generated by an intense femtosecond laser has attracted much
attention [2-11]. This air plasma THz source holds several unique advantages comparing
to the traditional technique including photoconductive antenna and optical rectification
with optical-electrical crystal. With femtosecond filament, the THz source can be
positioned far away from the laser system, bypassing the detrimental absorption of the THz
field by the water vapor during propagation in ambient air [12, 13]. At the same time, high
power laser pulses up to several Terawatts can be employed for THz generation without
damage of emitter, which is not possible with the traditional techniques [12]. However, the
conversion efficiency of this single-color filamentation method has been measured to be
low, on the order of 10-9 [14, 15]. Several methods have been demonstrated to enhance the
THz field, such as application of transverse or longitudinal electric field [4, 16-17],
bifilamentation technique [18], and two-colors or multiple color excitation [2, 3, 5-11, 191

21]. In particular, the presence of a longitudinal field can enhance the intensity of the low
frequency components by 1,000 times [17]. Furthermore, the physical properties of the
THz emission from filaments remain the same as that excited with a single-color
femtosecond pulse, including the characteristic radial polarization and hollow cone
radiation pattern. It has been attributed to an enhanced transition-Cherenkov (TC) radiation
from the filament plasma [17].
In this letter, we report the characterization of the temporal waveform and spectrum of the
THz radiation from longitudinally electrical biased filaments. In the previous study, the
characterization was performed with a heterodyne detector working at 0.1 THz with a
bandwidth of 4 GHz, limiting the insight into the enhanced THz radiation. Here, the full
temporal form of the THz emission is recorded by electro-optical detection. It is revealed
that in the presence of electric fields with opposite polarities, the time domain THz
waveform experiences a 180° phase shift. From these measurements, the initial direction
of the electron motion inside a free filament is inferred to be toward the laser. Furthermore,
the THz spectra from filaments with an external field show a spectrum shift towards lower
frequency. Both effects are well explained by the theoretical Cerenkov-transition model.
In the experiment, a Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) femtosecond laser system was
employed. This femtosecond laser system delivers 35 fs pulses at 800 nm, with pulse
energy up to 8 mJ. The pulses are split in two beams with a 90/10 beam splitter. In our
experiment, up to 3 mJ pulses was focused by a 180 mm convex lens to generate a plasma
filament in ambient air. The length of the plasma filament varied from 3 to 8 mm,
depending on the incident power. Two circular copper electrodes of 40 mm diameter with
central holes were mounted on the filament, as presented in Fig. 1. The two electrodes were
separated by about 15 mm, with the filament placed around the middle. The diameters of
the holes on the two electrodes were 3 and 10 mm, respectively. A larger opening at the
exit ensured that the THz field was not blocked by the electrode plate (see Fig. 1 of Ref.
12). A static voltage was applied to the exit electrode and the incident electrode was
grounded. A high resistance silicon plate was employed to block the fundamental pump
pulse after the plasma, while leaving the THz emission pass through. The THz emission
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from the biased filaments was first collimated by an off-axis parabolic mirror with focal
length of 120 mm. It was then focused with an identical parabolic mirror to a 1 mm thick
110 ZnTe crystal for electro-optical detection with the weak 800 nm probe.
In Fig. 2, we present the waveforms of the THz field from the biased filaments as a function
of the polarity and strength of the longitudinal electric field. All these THz waveforms are
normalized to their maximum for a better view of the details. Therefore, a better signal-tonoise ratio corresponds to a stronger THz field when we compare these waveforms, since
the noise level keeps constant for all the measurements. We note that the secondary THz
peak around t = 17 ps correspond to the round-trip of the THz radiation inside the silicon
filter due to the surface reflection. In the presence of a negative voltage (electric field in
the direction of laser propagation), the THz field increases monotonically from Eex = 0
kV/cm with a slight distortion up to Eex = 9 kV/cm (Fig. 2(a)-(e)). In the opposite case
(positive voltage), the evolution of the THz waveform is different. First of all, the THz
signal decreases with increasing electric field up to Eex ~ 3 kV/cm, which is evident from
a much smaller SNR in Fig. 2 (h) comparing to Fig. 2 (a). With further increase of the field,
the THz starts to increase again. At the same time, a complicated transformation of the THz
waveform is noticeable. In the presence of relatively high field (Eex ≥ 4.5 kV/cm), the THz
waveforms finally exhibit an inverse polarity, when compared to positive voltage.
The peak-to-peak (PTP) amplitudes of the THz field are presented as a function of the
external electric field in Fig. 3. In the presence of weak electric field, the PTP amplitude is
not well defined due to the multiple peak structure of the THz field. Here, we just pick up
the values of the maxima of the positive/negative peaks in relevant cases. We find that the
THz amplitude depends on the field strength linearly, which is in agreement with our
previous report of quadratic dependence of the THz intensity on electric field strength [17].
A minimum THz signal obtained around Eex = 1.5 kV/cm is now evident. This means that
the presence of a positive electric field largely suppresses the spontaneous electron motion
inside a free plasma filament, indicating that its initial electron motion is pointed backward
the laser propagation direction. We note that this is contradict to previous result which
suggests that electrons inside a filament formed in N2 gas oscillate initially in the laser
3

propagation direction [22]. However, the focusing geometry (f = 180 mm) and the laser
energy (3 mJ) are both different from that experiment (f = 1000 mm, 1 mJ). As suggested
in that work, the initial electron movement direction is determined by a delicate
competition between the laser pressure and the resulting plasma wake force [22].
Therefore, we argue that the backwards electron motion the laser propagation direction can
be due to much tight focusing, which may result in a stronger plasma wake force.
We note that in the presence of external field the THz field oscillation period increases
gradually, by comparing Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (e). In Fig. 4 (a), we present the spectra of
the THz radiation with and without the longitudinal field corresponding to the above two
waveforms. A spectrum shift towards low frequency is noticeable, in the presence of an
external field Eext = 9 kV/cm. This suggests that the frequency component of the plasma
current induced by the external field is different from that induced by the laser pulse itself.
Also, we would like to point out that the spectrum in Fig. 2 (j) is almost identical to that of
Fig 2 (e), as expected from their similar temporal waveforms.
In the case of plasma filaments without external electric field, the longitudinal
ponderomotive force of the rear side of the laser pulse accelerates the newly born electrons.
It initializes an electron motion in the backwards direction, and creates an electrostatic field
inside the filament in its wake. This charge separation in the longitudinal direction
provokes an oscillating current. The Fourier spectrum of the current reads as [17, 23]:
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where I0, w0, ne are the the laser intensity, the laser frequency and the electron collision
frequency, respectively. The current spectrum has a maximum at the electron plasma
frequency, w pe = e2 ne / mee 0 , and its amplitude is proportional to the laser intensity.
The external longitudinal electric field is well below the discharge threshold and it does
not affect the ionization process in air driven by the laser pulse. Nevertheless, the external
field Eext can easily exceed the wake electric field Ew created by the laser ponderomotive
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force. As a result, the electrons ionized by the laser field are now accelerated by the total
longitudinal electric field, Eext + Ew, originated from the laser ponderomotive force and the
external field. The current spectrum due to the external electric field has been obtained as:
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which depends on the external field Eext linearly [17]. This explains naturally the
experimentally observed linear dependence of the THz amplitude on the external field
presented in Fig. 3. The absolute value of the current spectra given by expressions (1) and
(2) are plotted in Fig. 4 (b). Good agreement is found with our experimental observation
by adopting an electron density of 0.9×1016/cm3 and a collision frequency of ve = 0.35
THz, which are typical values for the plasma filaments formed in ambient air [24, 25].
Qualitatively speaking, the spectra in Eqs (1) and (2) are different because the laser
ponderomotive force is of a short duration (~ 40 fs) thus giving additional w in the
numerator in Eq (1). In opposite, the external field is static, its Fourier transformation gives
1/ w in the spectrum thus downshifting the spectrum.
In conclusion, we measured the THz waveform from femtosecond filaments which is
longitudinally biased with an external electrical field. A complicated THz waveform
distortion is observed in the presence of relatively weak electric field (Eex < 4.5 kV/cm). A
minimum THz signal is observed with electric field in the opposite direction of laser
propagation with strength of Eex = 1.5 kV/cm, suggesting the pondermotive force induces
electron motion inside a field free plasma filament is in the backward direction of laser
propagation. We further compared the THz spectrum from the filaments with and without
the external field. A spectrum shift towards a lower frequency is observed in the presence
of the field, which is well explained by a theoretical model.
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Figure 1

Fig. 1. Schematic experiment setup for the electric field biased filaments. The femtosecond laser pulse
propagates from the left to the right. A pair of circular electrodes with central holes was mounted on the
filament to apply a longitudinal electric field.
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Figure 2
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Figure 2. Waveforms of the THz field from the biased filaments. (a) no external field, (b)- (e) electric field
in the direction of laser propagation, (f)-(j), with electric field in the opposite direction of laser propagation.
The applied voltages on the 15 mm separated plate electrodes are indicated in each panel.
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Figure 3
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Figure 3. Peak-to-peak amplitude of the THz field as a function of the external electric field. The error bars
denote the standard derivation of the measured signal.
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Figure 4

Figure 4. (a) THz spectrum in the presence of the electric field of Eex = - 6 kV/cm (red thin line) and that
without the field (black intensified line). (b) calculated plasma current spectrum with (red thin line) and
without (black line) the bias electric field.
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